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Abstract
Given approximate eigenvector matrix QU of a Hermitian nonsingular matrix H , the spec-
tral decomposition of H can be obtained by computing H 0 D QUH QU and then diagonalizing
H 0. This work addresses the issue of numerical stability of the transition from H to H 0 in
finite precision arithmetic. Our analysis shows that the eigenvalues will be computed with
small relative error if (i) the approximate eigenvectors are sufficiently orthonormal and (ii) the
matrix jH 0j D
p
.H 0/2 is of the form DAD with diagonal D and well-conditioned A. In that
case,H 0 can be efficiently and accurately diagonalized by the Jacobi method. If QU is computed
by fast eigensolver based on tridiagonalization, this procedure usually gives the eigensolution
with high relative accuracy and it is more efficient than accurate Jacobi type methods on their
own. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
If QU is an approximate matrix of eigenvectors of a Hermitian matrix H , then the
preconditioned matrix
H 0 D QUH QU (1)
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is expected to be nearly diagonal. As a consequence, one would expect that the eigen-
value problem forH 0 would be better conditioned and could be solved more quickly.
The source for QU may be manifold. For instance, QU may be the eigenvector matrix of
a neighbor problem in course of a parameter analysis, or just eigenvectors computed
by any backward stable method. The product (1) may also come in forming the Ritz
approximation of H in a given subspace, in this case QU will contain not all ap-
proximate eigenvectors, but a selection of them. For some other important instances
with preconditioning see [18]. The objective of this paper is to investigate numerical
feasibility of the preconditioning (1) and its applications in various settings.
The first task is to analyze computation of (1) which, in finite precision arithme-
tic, may lead to an H 0 C H 0 with eigenvalues too far from the ones of H . We are
interested in approximating an eigenvalue i of H with i C i , where the relative
error ji=i j is as small as possible. This type of accuracy cannot be analyzed using
the classical perturbation theory. To illustrate, let H be Hermitian perturbation of
H such that jH j 6 "jH j, where the matrix absolute values and matrix inequality
are understood element-wise. In the classical theory, we use Weyl’s theorem and the
inequality kHk2 6 n"kHk2 to obtain
ji j 6 n"kHk2; ji jji j 6 n"2.H/; where 2.H/ D kHk2kH
−1k2: (2)
This estimate gives pessimistic relative error bound for i with ji j  kHk2. In
other words, the bound (2) gives no guarantee for the accuracy of small eigenvalues
i , which are often the most important ones.
On the other hand, there are several important classes of Hermitian matrices for
which all eigenvalues are well determined by matrix entries: small element-wise
rounding errors (jH j 6 "jH j) cause only small relative errors ji j=ji j, 1 6 i 6 n,
independent of the size of 2.H/. Such matrices are colloquially called well behaved.
Barlow and Demmel [2] show that scaled diagonally dominant matrices are well
behaved. (Recall that scaled diagonally dominant matrices (γ -s.d.d) are character-
ized by the factorizationH D D.J CN/D, where D D diag.jHii j/1=2, jJ j D I and
kNk2 6 γ < 1.) Demmel and Veselic´ [3] show that a positive definite matrix H is
well behaved if and only if in the factorizationH D DHsD with D D diag.Hii/1=2,
the value of kH−1s k2 is moderate. Veselic´ and Slapnicˇar [22] describe a new class
of well-behaved Hermitian (symmetric) matrices and give a perturbation theory that
includes the previous analyses of scaled diagonally dominant matrices and positive
definite matrices. All these results are applications of the following general theorem.
Theorem 1.1 [22]. Let H be a Hermitian matrix and jH j D pH 2. Let H be
Hermitian perturbation of H such that for some  2 T0; 1/
jxHxj 6 xjH jx; x 2 Cn; (3)
holds. Then the distance between each eigenvalue  of H and its matching eigenvalue
C  of H C H is bounded by
jj 6 jj: (4)
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Note that from the spectral decompositionH D UKU ofH it follows that jH j D
U jKjU and that for all i, j jHij j 6 pjH jiijH jjj . Furthermore, it is shown in [22]
that H is well-behaved if jH j is well scaled, that is if in the factorization
jH j D diag.jH jii /1=2jH js diag.jH jii /1=2
the value of kjH j−1s k2 is modest. More precisely, if in Theorem 1.1 jH j 6 "jH j;
or more generally, if jHij j 6 "pjH jii jH jjj ; then the estimate (4) holds with  6
n"kjH j−1s k2. To compare this bound with the classical one (2), note that 2.jH js/ 6
n2.jH j/ D n2.H/; and that it is possible that 2.jH js/  2.H/.
The fastest known method that achieves high relative accuracy on well-scaled
matrices is the Jacobi method [11,12]. Rigorous perturbation analyses of Demmel
and Veselic´ [3], Drmacˇ [5,7], Mathias [16] show that on positive definite matrices
the relative error in the computed eigenvalues is less than }.n/ukH−1s k2, where
}.n/ is modest polynomial. If the matrix is indefinite; the standard Jacobi meth-
od generally lacks the high relative accuracy and has to be modified as follows:
using suitable pivoting, compute the symmetric indefinite factorization H D
GJG (J D diag.1/) and solve the equivalent problem of diagonalization of defi-
nite matrix pencilGG− J; using the J -symmetric Jacobi algorithm due to Veselic´
[21]. A rigorous analysis that demonstrates the accuracy of this algorithm is due to
Slapnicˇar [19].
In order to apply the idea of preconditioning H 7! H 0 D QUH QU followed by
iterative improvement with confidence in the practice, several theoretical issues need
to be addressed first. In this paper, we restrict our attention to the preconditioning
step. Although we had good computational practice in mind, our results are mainly
theoretical. We advice careful use of preconditioning, rather than recommending it
as a way to achieve speed and accuracy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2; we give detailed error
and perturbation analyses of floating-point transformation (5). We show that on well-
scaled matrices the preconditioning step is accurate provided that QU is reasonable
approximation of the eigenvectors of H . We analyze the diagonal structure of the
preconditioned matrix and we also discuss the possibility of using approximate sin-
gular values ofH as preconditioner. Our estimates are accompanied with illustrative
numerical examples. In Section 3, we analyze the structure of the spectral absolute
value jH j of an s.d.d. matrixH . The analysis shows that taking the spectral absolute
value does not worsen the diagonal dominance of the matrix H . In Section 4, we
present some numerical illustrations showing that our algorithm mostly improves the
accuracy of the fast methods while taking less time than the Jacobi methods pure.
2. Analysis of the preconditioning
The preconditioning replaces the original matrix H by
QH 0 D QUH QU C H 0; (5)
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where QU is the approximate eigenvector matrix. Before we give eigenvalue perturba-
tion estimates for the matrix QH 0 in relation (5), let us briefly describe the perturbation
H 0 in (5). Consider first the real case. Real floating-point matrix computation us-
ing the standard algorithms is denoted by flr./. The product H QU is approximated
by flr.H QU/ D H QU C E1. To ensure symmetry and to save unnecessary computa-
tion only the upper triangle of flr. QUflr.H QU// is computed. If the whole matrix is
needed, the strictly upper triangle is transposed and copied into the strictly lower tri-
angle. It holds flr. QUflr.H QU// D QU .H QU C E1/C E2. In the case of the standard
algorithm we have jE1j 6 uPjH j  j QU j and
jE2j 6 uPj QU j  .jH QU j C uPjH j  j QU j/; j QUE1j 6 uPj QU j  jH j  j QU j;
where
uP 6 nu C O.u2/: (6)
Hence, we obtain the relation of the type (5):
QH 0 D QUH QU C H 0; jH 0j 6 "j QU j  jH j  j QU j; " D 2uP C O.u2/: (7)
Remark 2.1. The relation (6) can for n < 1=u be replaced by uP 6 u C O.u2/ if
we use double precision accumulation in computing the inner products.
Remark 2.2. Unfortunately, the BLAS 3 library [4] does not contain a procedure
that can take advantage of the symmetry of the final matrix product. Thus, the com-
plexity of computing QH 0 using BLAS 3 is 4n3 C O.n2/ flops. This cost can be re-
duced in a BLAS based implementation as follows. Write H as
H D HF C .HF/ ; .HF/ij D
8><
>:
Hij ; i < j;
1
2Hii; i D j;
0; i > j;
and note that UHU D .UHFU/C .UHFU/ . The trick is thatHFU can be com-
puted in n3 C O.n2/ flops using BLAS 3 procedure STRMM(). This reduces the total
cost to 3n3 C O.n2/ flops. Error analysis is similar to the one above if we note that
jH j D jHFj C jHFj .
Consider now complex H D Hr C iHi and almost unitary QU D QUr C i QUi, where
Hr, Hi, QUr, QUi are real matrices. If complex multiplication flc./ is defined by
flc.H QU/ D flr.Hr QUr −Hi QUi/C i flr.Hr QUi CHi QUr/;
then it immediately follows that jflc.H QU/−H QU j 6 2.nC 1/ujH j  j QU j. Hence,
flc. QUflc.H QU// satisfies a relation similar to (7). A similar conclusion holds if H
and QU are stored in two n n complex arrays and if flc./ is defined in a standard
way, using complex scalar arithmetic.
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2.1. Backward analysis
In our first estimate, we follow the usual backward analysis approach. Our basic
assumption is that the matrix H is well scaled, that is, the value of kjH j−1s k2 is
moderate.
Theorem 2.1 (Backward analysis). Let H 2 Cnn be a Hermitian nonsingular ma-
trix; QU an almost unitary matrix with   k QU QU − Ik2 < 1; and let QH 0 be defined
as in the relation .7/. Furthermore; let jH j D DjH jDD; H D DHDD; QUjH j QU D
NXNN; where D and N are diagonal positive definite matrices. If 1 >    > n andQ01 >    > Q0n are the eigenvalues of H and QH 0; respectively; then
Q0i D i.1 C i/.1 C  0i /; 1 6 i 6 n; (8)
where for all 1 6 i 6 n; j 0i j 6 ;
ji j 6 " inf
D
k jH j−1D k2k jHDj k2 infN

kX−1=2N k2kX1=2N kF
2
; (9)
provided that the right-hand side in .9/ is less than 1.
Proof. First, we rewrite the relation QH 0 D QUH QU C H 0 as
QH 0 D QU.H C QU−H 0 QU−1/ QU D QU.H C H/ QU; (10)
where we define H D QU−H 0 QU−1. Next, we compare the eigenvalues of H and
H C H . Denote the later (nonincreasingly ordered) as i C i; 1 6 i 6 n. We
know that ji j=ji j, 1 6 i 6 n, are small if kjH j−1=2H jH j−1=2k2 is small. More
precisely,
kjH j−1=2H jH j−1=2k2 6  implies sup
x =D0
jxHxj
xjH jx 6 ;
and for  < 1, Theorem 1.1 implies
i C i D i.1 C i/; ji j 6 ; 1 6 i 6 n: (11)
Now an easy calculation shows that
jH j−1=2H jH j−1=2 D Y .N−1H 0N−1/Y; Y D N QU−1jH j−1=2: (12)
Note that YY  D X−1N . Hence,
kjH j−1=2H jH j−1=2kF 6 kX−1N k2kN−1H 0N−1kF: (13)
Further, the relation (7) implies that
jN−1H 0N−1j 6 "jZj .D−1jH jD−1/jZj
holds with Z D D QUN−1. Note that the obvious relationZjH jDZ D XN implies that
there exists an orthogonal matrixW such that jH j1=2D Z D WX1=2N . Hence, kjZjkF D
kZkF 6 kjH j−1=2D k2kX1=2N kF, and
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kN−1H 0N−1kF 6 "kjH j−1D k2kjHDjk2kX1=2N k2F: (14)
It remains to estimate the relative distance between the matching eigenvalues ofH C
H and QH 0. Note that the matrix OU D QU. QU QU/−1=2 is orthogonal and that the rela-
tion (10) can be rewritten as
QH 0 D . QU QU/1=2 OU.H C H/ OU. QU QU/1=2: (15)
Now Ostrowski’s theorem [17] (or see e.g. [10]) immediately implies that for all i
Q0i D .i C i/.1 C  0i /; j 0i j 6 k QU QU − Ik2 6 :
Combining this result with the estimates (11), (13) and (14) completes the proof. 
Remark 2.3. Relation (12) also implies the following upper bound:
kjH j−1=2H jH j−1=2k2 6 "kX−1N k2kN−1j QU j  jH j  j QU j  N−1k2: (16)
Remark 2.4. To compare the result of Theorem 2.1 with the results of Mathias [16],
let H be real, positive definite. The backward error analysis of the computation (7)
is considered too pessimistic in [16], because the scaled backward error estimate is
of the form
kD−1H HD−1H k2 6 O.n622 .Hs/u/;
DH D diag.Hii/1=2;
Hs D D−1H H1−1H :
(17)
To obtain a relative error bound for the eigenvalues, the error bound in (17) is mul-
tiplied by kH−1s k2. On the other hand, in Theorem 2.1, we scale the backward error
with jH j−1=2 D H−1=2 to obtain
kjH j−1=2H jH j−1=2k2 6 n2ukjH j−1s k2 infN Trace.kX
−1
N k2XN/; (18)
where jH js D diag.jH jii /−1=2jH j diag.jH jii /−1=2, and the matrix XN is expected
to be close to the identity. If we use the same assumptions as in [16], then XN D I ,
and the bound in (18) becomes n3ukH−1s k2. Finally, note that kjH j−1=2H jH j−1=2k2
(unlike kD−1H HD−1H k2) bounds the relative error in the eigenvalues, and that our
analysis is also valid in the case of indefinite nonsingularH .
2.2. Forward analysis
Theorem 2.1 is “backward” in two ways. First, it follows the standard backward
analysis by representing the result ( QH 0) as a result of exact computation with per-
turbed data (H C H ). Second, it is backward with respect to the use of the spectral
absolute value j  j: The estimate depends on the condition of the matrix QUjH j QU
instead of the matrix j QUH QUj or, for example, of the matrix j QH 0j. Of course, if
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QU is exactly unitary, or if H is positive definite, then QUjH j QU D j QUH QUj, and,
in the case of almost unitary QU and indefinite H , we expect that QUjH j QU is close
to j QUH QUj. In the next theorem, we give an error bound as a function of scaled
matrices jH j and j QH 0j.
Theorem 2.2 (Forward analysis). LetH 2 Cnn be a Hermitian nonsingular matrix;
QU an almost unitary matrix with   k QU QU − Ik2  1; and let QH 0 be defined as in
the relation (7). Furthermore; let
D D diag.jH jii /1=2; QD0 D diag.j QH 0jii /1=2; N D diag.. QUjH j QU/ii/1=2;
and let jH j D DjH jsD; H D DHsD; j QH 0j D QD0j QH 0js QD0; QU jH j QU D NXsN. If 1 >
   > n and Q01 >    > Q0n are the eigenvalues of H and QH 0; respectively; then
Q0i D i
1 C  0i
1 C #i ; 1 6 i 6 n; (19)
where, for all 1 6 i 6 n, j 0i j 6 ,
ji j 6 n"kjH j−1s k2kj QH 0j−1s k2kjHsjk2 kN QD
0−1k22 (20)
and provided that the upper bound on jij in .20/ is less than 1.
Proof. Define H 0 D QUH QU , and write the relation (7) as H 0 D QH 0 − H 0. As in
the proof of Theorem 2.1, we conclude that the ordered eigenvalues 01 >    > 0n
of H 0 satisfy
0i D Q0i .1 C #i/; 1 6 i 6 n; (21)
where j#i j 6 kj QH 0j−1=2H 0j QH 0j−1=2k2, 1 6 i 6 n. Note that by Ostrowski’s theo-
rem 0i D i.1 C # 0i /, j# 0i j 6 , 1 6 i 6 n. Further, since for some unitary Q,
j QH j0−1=2 D Qj QH j0−1=2s QD0−1, we have
j QH j0−1=2H 0j QH j0−1=2 D Qj QH j0−1=2s . QD0−1H 0 QD0−1/j QH j0−1=2s Q;
and it follows that
j#i j 6 "kj QH j0−1s k2k QD
0−1j QU j  jH j  j QU j QD0−1k2; 1 6 i 6 n: (22)
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we derive an upper bound for k QDk0−1j QU j  jH j 
j QU j QD0−1k2. For the matrix L D QD0 QUD there exists a unitary matrix V such that
L D jH j−1=2s VX1=2s N QD0−1, and hence
kLkF 6 kjH j−1=2s k2kX1=2s kFkN QD0−1k2:
This implies the bound (20) and completes the proof. 
The bounds in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are equally good if QU is a good approxima-
tion of the eigenvector matrix U of H . Indeed, since U is the eigenvector matrix of
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jH j as well, both QUH QU and QUjH j QU are close to diagonal matrices (in the scaled
sense) and the bounds are dominated by kjH j−1s k2. (In Section 3, we show that
almost diagonality of QUH QU implies almost diagonality of j QUH QUj.) However, if
the matrix H is too ill-conditioned for the fast diagonalization method used to com-
pute QU , the matrices QUH QU and QUjH j QU can be badly scaled (kj QUH QUj−1s k2 
kjH j−1s k2, k. QUjH j QU/−1s k2  kjH j−1s k2) and the estimates in Theorems 2.1 and
2.2 cannot be used.
2.3. Singular vectors as preconditioner
It is clear that there are other possibilities than spectral decomposition of H to
compute the matrix QU . In Theorem 2.1, the quality of QU as preconditioner is mea-
sured by its diagonalizing effect on jH j rather that H itself. Since jH j is positive
definite, spectral decomposition of jH j is numerically more feasible than the spectral
decomposition of H . However, this is not practical since jH j is hard to compute.
The next choice is feasible from both the theoretical and the practical point of view:
the singular value decomposition (SVD) of H . If H D UKU, H D WRV  are the
spectral and the SVD of H , respectively, then we can write R D jKj and jH j D
WRW D VRV . This means that we can use computed matrices QW  W or QV  V
as preconditioners. This might be better choice if H is such that fast methods such
as the QR algorithm or the divide and conquer method are better as SVD methods
than as eigenvalue solvers.
A caveat is in order here: The SVD glues together the eigenvalues ofH with equal
moduli and opposite signs. Consequently, the corresponding spectral subspaces (di-
rect sums of the eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues glued into a single
singular value) are seen in the SVD as single singular subspaces and the precondi-
tioned matrix is not necessarily diagonally dominant. To be more precise, let us write
K as K D Li K.i/, where each K.i/ is either of the form .i/Ipi (.i/ is an eigenvalue
of H with multiplicity pi and −.i/ is not in the spectrum of H ) or of the form
.i/Ipi  .−.i/Ini / (.i/ > 0 is an eigenvalue of H with multiplicity pi and −.i/
is an eigenvalue with multiplicity ni ). In that case we can write
R D jKj D JK D
M
i
jK.i/j D
M
i
iIsi ;
where each si is pi or pi C ni , and J D diag.sign.Kii //. One matrix form of the
SVD of H is then H D .UJ /jKjU. If H D WRV  is another SVD of H , then
V D U.Li Qi/, where eachQi is some unitary matrix of order si . Hence, the matrix
V HV is block-diagonal,
V HV D
M
i
QiK.i/Qi;
where each Qi K
.i/Qi is either .i/Ipi or .i/Qi .Ipi  .−Ini //Qi . If V D TV1; : : :U
is the corresponding column block-partition of V , then QiK
.i/Qi D V i HVi is the
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restriction ofH to span.Vi/. In the extreme case, jKj is scalar and the preconditioned
matrix is generally dense. An important thing to note is that the diagonal blocks are
scalar multiples of reflection matrices, thus with spectral condition numbers equal to
1. Taking the spectral absolute value turns these blocks into diagonal matrices. This
is in accordance with the fact that jV HV j D V jH jV and that j  j does the same
gluing as the SVD.
Consider now the computed approximation QV  V . If QV is sufficiently accurate,
then
QV H QV D
 M
i
Q0i
!
U 0HU
 M
i
Q0i
!
; (23)
whereQ0i are unitary,U 0 is almost unitary, andU 0HU is s.d.d. More precisely, there
are scalar matricesDi such that
QV H QV D
 M
i
Q0i Di
! M
i
Ji CN
! M
i
DiQ
0
i
!
D
M
i
Di
 M
i
Q0i JiQ0i C
 M
i
Q0i
!
N
 M
i
Q0i
!!M
i
Di; (24)
where Ji D diag.1/, kNk2 < 1. In other words, QV nearly decouples the eigen-
values of jH j (or the singular values of H ) and the signs of the eigenvalues with the
same magnitude are determined by analyzing the diagonal blocks. In the practice, we
can use the multiplicities (or clustering) of the computed singular values to forecast
the block structure of the computed matrix QV H QV . Whether a multiple singular
value (or a cluster of singular values) is a result of a genuine multiple eigenvalue
(cluster of relatively close eigenvalues) or is a result of gluing of eigenvalues with
opposite signs is determined after preconditioning. We finally note that we can write
the matrix QV H QV in relation (24) as D.E CN 0/D, where E D E D E−1 and
ED D DE. Such matrices are known to be well behaved and they include the class
of sdd matrices (cf. [22, Theorem 2.29]). Theorem 3.1 below describes the absolute
value of such matrices.
2.4. Examples of failure
In the next two examples, we show that preconditioning using approximate eigen-
vector matrix QU computed by fast diagonalization methods based on tridiagonaliza-
tion can destroy the accuracy of the smallest eigenvalues. On the other hand, using
approximate singular vectors ofH , computed by the SVD versions of these methods,
yields good accuracy.
Example 2.1. We generate an 8  8 double precision indefinite matrix H with
2.H/  1:353  1017, kHk2  0:5  108, 2.jH js/  69:775. Hence, the
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eigenvalues less that 10−8 (roughly) in modulus cannot be approximated accurately
by methods based on tridiagonalization, not even in the double precision compu-
tation (round-off  10−16). On the other hand, a variant of the Jacobi method that
uses the symmetric indefinite decomposition PHP D GJG and then implicitly
diagonalizes the pencil GG− J (cf. [19,21]) in this case approximates all eigen-
values with guaranteed high relative accuracy, even in single precision computation
(round-off  10−8). We use double precision implementation of this procedure to
compute the reference values Q1;D >    > Q8;D . We use two different precondi-
tioning matrices: the matrix QU computed using the symmetric eigenvalue solver
SSYEVD() and the matrix QQ computed as the left-singular vector matrix of H , using
SGESVD() (from LAPACK). The corresponding preconditioned matrices are denot-
ed by H 0 D QUH QU , H 00 D QQH QQ. The eigenvalues computed by application of
the symmetric Jacobi method to H 0 and H 00 are denoted by Q01 >    > Q08 andQ100 >    > Q800, respectively. We use .Qi;D/ to compute the relative errors
0i D
jQ0i − Qi;D j
jQi;D j
; i
00 D jQi
00 − Qi;D j
jQi;D j
; 1 6 i 6 8:
To measure the effect of preconditioning, we compute the matrices
H 0jsj D diag.jH 0jii /−1=2H 0diag.jH 0jii /−1=2;
H 00jsj D diag.jH 00jii /−1=2H 00diag.jH 00jii /−1=2;
and set to zero those elements ofH 0jsj andH 00jsj which are below some given tolerance
tol. Then we use MATLABs spy() function to investigate the structure of H 0jsj and
H 00jsj. The results are displayed in Fig. 1, where we use tol D 10−4. The relative error
of order 10−2 in Q04 is caused by surprisingly high 2.jH 0js/ (2.jH 0js/  2:156 
106). We also note that maximal off-diagonal element of H 0jsj is about 1:5725. (Sim-
ilar results are obtained using SSYEV() instead of SSYEVD().) On the other hand, the
results obtained by using QQ (second row in Fig. 1) are much better.
More precisely, 2.jH 00js/  1:023, the maximal off-diagonal element of H 00jsj is
about 1:121  10−2, and max16i68 i 00 < 4:3  10−7.
Example 2.2. Our next example is a 5  5 indefinite matrixH with 2.H/  1:41 
1040 and 2.jH js/  O.102/. The matrix entries are
H11 D −9:999999996115651e C 04;
H12 D −5:402221634144624e − 04;
H13 D 9:869474418291006e − 04;
H14 D −2:084324626138810e − 12;
H15 D 4:012951528146893e − 15;
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Fig. 1. The scaled diagonal dominance and relative accuracy of the computed eigenvalues on the 8  8
indefinite matrix from Example 2.1. The approximate eigenvectors are computed using the LAPACK’s
procedures SSYEVD() and SGESVD().
H22 D −1:937949272973869e − 12;
H23 D −1:607467461158970e − 11;
H24 D −1:431861226123677e − 19;
H25 D −9:395252733006812e − 24;
H33 D 9:240148614951634e − 12;
H34 D −6:810374511281200e − 20;
H35 D 1:659675292114060e − 23;
H44 D −4:239049711994276e − 28;
H45 D 3:357186338358357e − 31;
H55 D −8:673959430598988e − 36:
We use the same strategy and the same notation as in the previous example. To
emphasize the difference between H 0jsj and H 00jsj, we set an element of H 0jsj to zero if
it is less than 10−3 in modulus and an element of H 00jsj is set to zero only if it is less
than 10−6 in modulus. The results are shown in Fig. 2. It is important to mention that
2.jH 0js/  9:94  107 and that the largest off-diagonal element of H 0jsj is between
3.2 and 3.21.
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Fig. 2. The scaled diagonal dominance and relative accuracy of the computed eigenvalues on the 5  5
matrix from Example 2.2. Note that the singular vectors computed by SGESVD() are good preconditioner,
while the eigenvectors computed by SSYEVD() perform poorly.
In some cases, it is possible to improve the accuracy of a fast method by its re-
peated use on certain submatrices of the preconditioned matrix. We will first illustrate
this using a small dimension example.
Example 2.3. We generate positive definite H D DHHsDH with 2.Hs/  400,
2.DH/  4  1010. Then we compute the spectral decomposition of H using the
procedure SSYEVD() from the LAPACK [1] library. (In this procedure, the spectral
decomposition is computed using fast divide and conquer algorithm.) As reference
values for the eigenvalues of H we use the double precision values Q1;D 6    6Qn;D, computed using DSYEVD(). For simplicity, we take small dimension example,
n D 22. We compute the matrix QH 0 using BLAS 3 [4] procedures SSYMM() and
SGEMM(). Here we first reorder the eigenvectors computed by SSYEVD() in order
to have the diagonals of QH 0 in (approximately) nonincreasing order. In the computed
scaled matrix . QH 0/s we set to zero entries which are below 1:6  10−6 in modulus.
In this way, we can use the MATLAB function spy() to analyze the structure of the
matrix. In the first picture in Fig. 3, we display spy(. QH 0/s). The maximal off-diag-
onal entry of . QH 0/s is below 0:35. The relative errors in eigenvalues Q1 6    6 Qn
computed by SSYEVD() are defined as
i D j
Qi;D − Qi j
Qi;D
; 1 6 i 6 n;
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Fig. 3. An illustration of improved accuracy using SSYEVD() on a submatrix of the preconditioned matrix
from Example 2.3.
and are shown by crosses ./ in Fig. 2. It is interesting to mention that Q1 
−0:13239383  10−9, while Q1;D  0:19203695  10−11. In the same picture, the
pluses .C/ denote the relative errors in the eigenvalues computed by an application of
the symmetric Jacobi method to the computed matrix QH 0. Next, we write the matrix
QH 0 as
QH 0 D

A0 B 0
B 0 K 0

; K 0 2 R1111;
and apply SSYEVD() to K 0 to compute approximatelyK 0  QWdiag.Q.K 0/i / QW . Then
we compute QH 00 D .I  QW / QH 0.I  QW/ and . QH 00/s in the same way as . QH 0/s. The
structure of . QH 00/s is shown in Fig. 3. The maximal off-diagonal entry of . QH 00/s is
below 0.006. Finally, we replace the lowest 11 eigenvalues Qi with Q.K 0/i . The relative
errors in the approximate spectrum are shown by ‘’ in Fig. 3. The +’s denote the
relative errors from an application of the Jacobi method to QH 00.
2.5. Quadratic bounds
The results illustrated in Example 2.3 deserve closer look. Let H and QH 0 be posi-
tive definite. Let
QH 0 D

A0 B 0
B 0 K 0

; . QH 0/s D

.A0/s .B 0/s
..B 0/s/ .K 0/s

; A0 2 Cmm; (25)
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where the block partition is determined so that A0 corresponds to a group of the larg-
estm eigenvalues of QH 0 andK 0 corresponds to the remaining (smallest) eigenvalues.
(This partition will be obvious if, for instance, there is a strong dichotomy in the spec-
trum of H .) Due to the Cauchy interlacing theorem, the spectral condition numbers
ofK 0 andA0 cannot exceed the spectral condition number of QH 0. In fact, it is possible
that 2.A0/  2. QH 0/, 2.K 0/  2. QH 0/. Further, let A0 D L0ALA0 , where LA0 is
the Cholesky factor of A0 or, for example, LA0 D
p
A0. Similarly, let K 0 D L
K 0LK 0 .
Consider the factorization
QH 0 D

L0A 0
0 L0K
 
I Y
Y  I
 
LA0 0
0 LK 0

; Y D L0−A B 0L0−1K : (26)
Due to positive definiteness, kYk2 < 1 and QH 0 is similar to the matrix
QH 0 D

I Y
0
p
I − Y Y
 
LA0L0A 0
0 LK 0L0K
 
I 0
Y 
p
I − Y Y

: (27)
Here we use the factorization
I Y
Y  I

D

I 0
Y 
p
I − Y Y
 
I Y
0
p
I − Y Y

 YY
and the fact that the matrices AB and BA D B.AB/B−1 are similar. Hence, if Q01 >
   > Q0n are the eigenvalues of QH 0 and if 1;FG >    > n;FG are the ordered values
of the union of the spectra of A0 and K 0, then there exist real numbers 1; : : : ; n
such that
Q0i D ii;FG; 1 − kYk2 6 i 6 1 C kYk2: (28)
This estimate can be improved as follows. From an estimate of Li [15], it follows
that
max
16i6n
jQ0i − i;FGjq
Q0ii;FG
6 kY −Y−1k2: (29)
An elementary calculation shows that
Y −Y−1 D

I 0
0 .I − Y Y /−1=2
 
0 Y
Y  −Y Y

(30)
and using the SVD of Y we easily compute
kY −Y−1k2 D kYk2p1 − kYk2 : (31)
Note that generally holds kYk2 6
q
k.A0/−1s k2k.K 0/−1s k2k.B 0/sk2. In Example 2.3
we obtain, using MATLAB, that kYk2  8:09  10−3, k.B 0/sk2  7:47  10−3,
2.K 0/  2:6  104, and
q
k.A0/−1s k2k.K 0/−1s k2k.B 0/sk2  1:04  10−2. Hence,
the improved relative accuracy of order 10−3 at the left-end of the spectrum is in
accordance with the theory. We can obviously apply the same strategy to A0 and
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K 0 and solve a sequence of smaller problems to finally diagonalize A0 and K 0. If
the eigenvalues of H are relatively well separated, then the relative error bound is
quadratic in kYk2. More precisely, we have the following lemma (cf. [8]).
Lemma 2.1. Let in relation .25/ the matrix QH 0 be positive definite and let the ma-
trices A0 and K 0 be diagonal. Let  be an eigenvalue of QH 0 and let A0 D C  OC;
K 0 D N  ON be such partitions that
kC−1 − Ik2 6 kYk2; kN−1 − Ik2 6 kYk2
and such that for some  > kYk2 and  > kYk2
min. OC−1 − I/ > ; min. ON
−1
 − I/ > :
.Here min./ denotes the minimal singular value of a matrix./ In other words; C
andN contain those values of .i;FG/niD1 which approximate  in the sense of relation
.29/; and OC, ON contain the remaining values of .i;FG/niD1. The values of  and 
give the relative separation between  and the nonmatching eigenvalues from the
spectrum of A0 K 0. If C  N is of the order of the multiplicity of ; then it holds
for any unitarily invariant norm k  k that
kI − C−1 k6
1
1 − γ
kYk2kYk

; (32)
kI − N−1 k6
1
1 − γ
kYk2kYk

; (33)
where γ D kYk22=./.
The case of indefinite matrix QH 0 is less simple. We first write A0 andK 0 from (25)
as A0 D L0AJA0LA0 , K 0 D L0KJK 0LK 0 , where JA0 and JK 0 are the inertia matrices
(diagonal with diagonal entries 1). Such decompositions always exist. Next, we
replace the factorization (26) with
QH 0 D

L0A 0
0 L0K
 
JA0 Y
Y  JK 0
 
LA0 0
0 LK 0

 G QJG;
Y D L−
A0 B
0L0−1K ;
and we note that the eigenvalues of QH 0 are also the eigenvalues of the definite matrix
pencil QJ − M ,M D .GG/−1. Now, consider QJ − M as perturbation of the pencil
J − M , where J D JA0  JK 0 . Obviously, the eigenvalues 1;FG >    > n;FG of
J − M are the union of the eigenvalues of A0 and K 0. Using [22, Theorem 2.1] we
conclude that
1 −  6
Q0i
i;FG
6 1 C ; (34)
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where
  max
x =D0
jxJxj
xjJ jMx
; J D QJ − J; (35)
and provided that  < 1. Here jJ jM is defined as follows: For any factorizationM D
ZZ,
jJ jM D ZjZ−1JZ−jZ:
Note that
jJ jM D
 jJA0 jL0−A L0−1A 0
0 jJK 0 jL0−K L0−1K

;
J D

0 L0−A B 0L
0−1
K ;
L0−K .B 0/L
0−1
A 0

:
Further, if L0AJA0LA0 D WKA0W, L0KJK 0LK 0 D VKK 0V  are the spectral decom-
positions of A0, K 0, then (cf. [22])
jJA0jL0−A L0−1A D

L0−A W jKA0 j1=2
 
L0−A W jKA0 j1=2

;
jJK 0jL0−K L0−1K D

L0−K V jKK 0 j1=2
 
L0−K V jKK 0 j1=2

:
Hence, jJ jM DMM, where M D
(
L0−A W jKA0 j1=2
 (L0−K V jKK 0 j1=2. From
this, it follows that
 D max
xxD1
jx.M−1JM−/xj;
M−1JM−
D

0 jKA0 j−1=2WB 0V jKK 0 j−1=2
jKK 0 j−1=2V .B 0/W jKA0 j−1=2 0

:
Thus
 D kjAj0−1=2B 0jKj0−1=2k2: (36)
IfA0 andK 0 are definite and if LA0 andLK 0 are the Cholesky factors, then for any un-
itarily invariant norm  D kYk. If A0 andK 0 are diagonal, then  D kjKA0 j−1=2B 0k2
jKK 0 j−1=2. Next, we note that an estimate quadratic in  (similar as in the definite
case) can be derived using the results from [9]. More precisely, we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let A0 and K 0 be diagonal with eigenvalues 1;FG >    > m;FG and
mC1;FG >    > n;FG; respectively. Further; let m;FG > mC1;FG and let
γ D min
Q0i =DQ0j
jQ0i − Q0j j
jQ0i j C jQ0j j
:
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If
F  kjA0j−1=2B 0jK 0j−1=2kF < γ
γ C 3 ;
then vuut nX
iD1
 
i;FG − Q0i
i;FG
!2
6
p
8
γ
2F: (37)
2.6. Ritz values
The preceding discussion naturally leads to the problem of approximation of a
part of the spectrum of H from suitably chosen m-dimensional subspace with m 
n. More precisely, if QU@ is nm nearly orthonormal matrix of approximate eigen-
vectors of H (more generally, QU@ spans an approximate invariant subspace of H ),
what can we say about the distance between the eigenvalues of the computed (in-
exact) Rayleigh matrix QH 0@ D QU@ H QU@ C H 0@ and, e.g. the lowest p (p < m) eigen-
values ofH ? To answer this question, we can first embed QU@ into a nearly orthogonal
matrix QU as QU D T QU@; QU?@ U, where QU?@ is exactly orthonormal basis for the (exact)
orthogonal complement ofU D span. QU/. Then we can use Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and
relations (25)–(37) to compare the eigenvalues of QH 0@ with part of the spectrum of QH 0.
Better estimates are obtained if we use the fact that the rounding errors compose
a perturbation of rank at most m. A consequence of this fact is that in Theorems 2.1
and 2.2 the eigenvalues of QH 0 are better approximations of the eigenvalues ofH . For
instance, one can show that in Theorem 2.2 the matrix j QH 0j can be replaced with
better-conditioned j QH 0@j.
The quality of U as an approximate invariant subspace is given in the following
lemma from [6].
Lemma 2.3. Let Q1;@ >    > Qm;@ be the eigenvalues of QH 0@ . LetV D HU;W D
H−1U; and let  D \.U;V/;  D \.V;W/; where the angle \ is defined as the
maximal principal angle between two subspaces. Then there exist m eigenvalues
i1 >    > im of QH 0 and there exist 1; : : : ; m such that
Qi;@ D Q0i .1 C i/; ji j 6 sin C tan ; i D 1; : : : ;m: (38)
If H D LL is positive definite; then ji j 6 sin ’=.1 − sin ’/; where ’ D
\.LU; L−1U/.
It is important to note that good subspace U can be represented in bad basis
(e.g. j QH 0@ j not well scaled). In such situation large (probably unwanted) part of the
spectrum can cause, during the computation of QH 0@ , loss of accuracy in lower ei-
genvalues. An improved strategy (that doubles the cost) is to use the computed
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decomposition QH 0@  QU 0 QK
0
@ .
QU/0 first to update QU@ VD QU@ QU 0 and then to use the
Rayleigh–Ritz procedure again.
3. On the spectral absolute value of an s.d.d. H
Note that both Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 make use of the pretransformed spectral
absolute value QUjH j QU . On one hand this is natural, because it is just jH j which
appears in the perturbation Theorem 1.1. On the other, it is not QUjH j QU which
appears in our computations but QUH QU . While we can check whether the latter
came out scaled diagonally dominant, this is not easy to do for the former. Since the
eigenvectors ofH are also the eigenvectors of jH j the latter matrix is expected to be
at least about as diagonal as the former, just think ofH which is, in addition, unitary,
in which case jH j is simply a scalar. The two-by-two case is also very instructive.
Using Lagrange interpolation polynomial we find
jH j D j1j − j2j
1 − 2 H −
2j1j − j2j1
1 − 2 I
and we see that the impact of H is “dumped” with the factor jj1j − j2jj=j1 −
2j 6 1. Numerical experiments on “random” s.d.d. matrices show the same phe-
nomenon: taking the spectral absolute value causes very small loss of scaled diagonal
dominance.
In this section we give rigorous estimates of this type. They may have independent
interest. For generality, we consider the matrices of the form H D D.E CN/D,
where D is diagonal, E D E D E−1 commutes with D and kNk2 is small. Such
matrices may be called block s.d.d. matrices. They are an immediate generalization
of the common s.d.d. matrices and have similar properties [22].
Lemma 3.1. Let H D D.E C N/D be a Hermitian matrix with E D E D E−1;
diagonal nonsingular matrixD such thatEDDDE and kNk2 6 γ <1=2. Let jH j D
DAD and H−1 DD−1.E CN1/D−1. Then kN1k2 6kNk2=.1−kNk2/ and
Trace.A/ 6 n
1 − kN1k2 ; (39)
Trace.A−1/ 6 n
1 − kNk2 : (40)
Proof. Let H D UKU be the spectral decomposition of H . Then
A D D−1U jKjUD−1; A−1 D DU jKj−1UD:
Using [22, Theorem 2.29], we have
1
1 C kNk2 6 kDUei ji j
−1=2k22 6
1
1 − kNk2 ; (41)
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and, since Trace.A−1/ D Trace.jKj−1=2UD2U jKj−1=2/, we can easily establish
(40). Next, note that the matrix H−1 D D−1.E C N/−1D−1 is s.d.d. as well, be-
cause
.E CN/−1 D E
1X
kD0
.−1/k.NE/k D E CN1; kN1k2 6 kNk21 − kNk2 < 1:
Hence, relation (40) implies (39). 
Corollary 3.1. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3:1 hold and let
γ D maxfkNk2; kN1k2g;  D 2nγ1 − γ :
Then
maxfkA− Ik2; kA−1 − Ik2g 6 nγ C
p
nγ
p
2 C .n− 2/γ
1 − γ : (42)
Proof. From relations (39) and (40), it follows that the eigenvalues 1 >    > n
of A satisfy
i C 1
i
6 2 C 2; 1 6 i 6 n: (43)
Indeed, we can write, for all i,
i C 1
i
6 2n
1 − γ −
X
j =Di

j C 1
j

;
and use the fact that j C 1=j > 2. Hence, for all i,
1 C 
2
−
s
 C 
2
4
6 1
i
; i 6 1 C 2 C
s
 C 
2
4
; (44)
and (42) follows. 
Thus, for sufficiently small kNk2, the matrix jH j is s.d.d. as well. Note, however,
that for γ ! 0, the estimate (42) is dominated by p2nγ .
Theorem 3.1. Let H D D.E C N/D be as in Lemma 3:1. Further, let H."/ D
D.E C "N/D; 0 6 " 6 1; and let A."/ D D−1jH."/jD−1. Then jH j can be fac-
tored as jH j D D.I CM/D; where
kMkF 6 kNkF
Z 1
0
2.A."// d"; (45)Z 1
0
2.A."// d" 6 1 C 2nkNk21 − 2kNk2 C
2.nkNk2/2
1 − 2kNk2
C4
3
.1 C nkNk2/3=2
.1 − 2kNk2/2
p
nkNk2: (46)
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Proof. Consider the Hermitian analytic matrix family
H."/ D D.E C "N/D; 0 6 " 6 1; (47)
of s.d.d. matrices. The derivative
Z."/ D d
d"
jH."/j
satisfies the Lyapunov equation
jH."/jZ."/C Z."/jH."/j D H."/DND CDNDH."/ (48)
and it holds that
d
d"
A."/ D D−1 d
d"
jH."/jD−1 D D−1Z."/D−1: (49)
We solve the Lyapunov equation (48) by diagonalizingH."/ as
H."/ D U"K"U" ; K" D diag .";1; : : : ; ";n/; U" unitary:
Then Z."/ D U"W."/U" , whereW."/ is the solution of the equation
jK"jW."/CW."/jK"j D K"U" DNDU" C U" DNDU"K": (50)
This simplifies, if we take " D 0. ThenW.0/ D Z.0/ and
D2Z.0/C Z.0/D2 D D3END CDNED3 (51)
from which we obtain
d
d"
A."/

"D0

ij
D D
2
ii .EN/ij CD2jj .NE/ij
D2ii CD2jj
: (52)
This provides a valuable information, but only asymptotically. To estimate A.1/ D
I CM , we need a bound for the derivative of A."/ over the whole interval .0; 1/.
From (50), it follows that
d
d"
A."/ D D−1U".N"  .U" DNDU"//U" D−1; (53)
where  denotes the Hadamard matrix product and
.N"/ij D ";i C ";jj";i j C j";j j ; 1 6 i; j 6 n:
We can write the relation (53) as
d
d"
A."/ D D−1U"jK"j1=2.N"  .jK"j−1=2U" DNDU" jK"j−1=2//jK"j1=2U" D−1;
and, using the properties of the Frobenius and the spectral norms, we obtain
k d
d"
A."/kF 6kDU" jK"j−1=2k22kD−1U"jK"j1=2k22kNkF
D2.A."//kNkF; (54)
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and
kA− IkF D
∥∥∥∥∥
Z 1
0
dA."/
∥∥∥∥∥
F
6 kNkF
Z 1
0
2.A."// d": (55)
Next we integrate 2.A."//. If 1."/ >    > n."/ are the eigenvalues ofA."/, then
an estimate similar to (44) holds with  replaced by
."/ D 2n"kNk2
1 − 2"kNk2 6
2n"kNk2
1 − 2kNk2 :
Hence,
2.A."// 6 1 C 2."/C ."/
2
2
C N."/;
N."/  .2 C ."//p."/
r
1 C ."/
4
: (56)
An elementary calculation yieldsZ 1
0
."/ d"Dn

−1 C j ln.1 − 2kNk2/j
2kNk2

6 nkNk2
1 − 2kNk2 ;Z 1
0
."/2 d"D n
2
2kNk2
Z 2kNk2
0
 2
.1 −  /2 d
Dn2
1X
kD2
.2kNk2/k

1 − 2
k C 1

6
4n2kNk22
1 − 2kNk2 ;Z 1
0
N."/ d"6 4
3
.1 C nkNk2/3=2
.1 − 2kNk2/2
p
nkNk2:
These estimates, together with (55) and (56) imply (45). 
Putting Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 together, we have:
Corollary 3.2. If kjH j−1D k2 is moderate and if QU is close to the eigenvector matrix
ofH; then the preconditioning step is numerically feasible; at least if QH 0 is computed
by the standard algorithm for matrix multiplication.
Remark 3.1. The usual choice of scaling matrices D D diag.jH jii /1=2, N D
diag.. QUjH j QU/ii /1=2 is nearly optimal, see [20].
Example 3.1. We shall illustrate Theorem 3.1 by an example. We take
H D
2
42  1012 106 0106 0 1
0 1 0
3
5 D D.E C N/D (57)
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So, this is only block s.d.d. with
D D diag.106; 1; 1/; E D
2
41 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
3
5 ; N D
2
4 0 1=
p
2 0
1=
p
2 0 0
0 0 0
3
5 :
This gives (properly rounded)
jH js D
2
42:0  1012 1:0  106 6:2  10−71:0  106 1:6 −2:4  10−1
6:2  10−7 −2:4  10−1 9:7  10−1
3
5 D D.I CN1/D
with
N1 D
2
42:2  10−16 5:6  10−1 4:5  10−135:6  10−1 −1:1  10−16 −2:0  10−1
4:5  10−13 −2:0  10−1 0:0
3
5 :
Here kNk2 D 1=
p
2  0:71 and kN1k2  0:59. In numerous numerical experiments
with different types of randomly generated s.d.d. matrices the quotient kN1k2=kNk2
never exceeded 1:3.
4. Numerical examples
We conclude this paper with two numerical experiments. We test the LAPACK
eigensolver SSYEVD(), the J -symmetric Jacobi eigensolver [19,21] SSYEVJ() and
the combination of SSYEVD() and simple two-sided Jacobi eigendecomposition on
the matrix preconditioned by the eigenvectors computed by SSYEVD(). This hybrid
procedure is denoted by SSYEVDIJ(). All experiments were done on an ALPHA
workstation.
Example 4.1. We generate jH jDURU with nD500, 2.jH js /400, 2.jH j/ 
2.jH js/. The diagonal matrix of singular values, R, is chosen so that the diagonals
have uniformly distributed logarithms. The matrix R is used to define K, the eigen-
vector matrix of H : We simply change the sign of 20 smallest Rii . Such K is used
to define H D UKU . The reference values are computed using DSYEVJ(), a dou-
ble precision implementation of SSYEVJ(), and are denoted by 1;D >    > n;D.
The eigenvalues computed by either of the single precision procedures (SSYEVD(),
SSYEVJ() and SSYEVDIJ()) are denoted by 1;S >    > n;S and the relative error
is computed as
relative errori D ji;D − i;S jji;D j ; 1 6 i 6 n:
Since 2.jH js/ in this example is moderate, the values computed by DSYEVJ() can be
used as good reference values for testing single precision procedures. The computed
relative errors are given in Fig. 4. The timing results are given in Table (58).
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Fig. 4. Relative accuracy of SSYEVD(), SSYEVJ() and SSYEVDIJ().
procedure time (s)
SSYEVD() 5.65
SSYEVJ() 24.39
SSYEVDIJ() 20.85
(58)
Example 4.2. In this example, H has the same dimension and the same intertia as
in Example 4.1, and the eigenvalues of jH j are generated as independent random
numbers. The value of 2.jH j/ is about 7  108. The relative accuracy of SSYEVD(),
SSYEVJ() and SSYEVDIJ() is compared in Fig. 5 and the timings shown in Table 59
show a considerable speed-up.
procedure time (s)
SSYEVD() 8.17
SSYEVJ() 37.86
SSYEVDIJ() 14.27
(59)
Remark 4.1. We finally note that efficient Level 3 BLAS is very important for the
preconditioning step. We used GEMM based implementation (cf. http://
netlib.org/blas/gemm_based/ and [13,14]) and the algorithm explained in
Remark 2.2.
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Fig. 5. Relative accuracy of SSYEVD(), SSYEVJ() and SSYEVDIJ().
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